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AMENITIES FOR THE
PERFECT DREAM HOME 

WHAT ARE AMENETIES?
One morning, when Gregor Samsa woke from 
troubled dreams, he found himself transformed in 
his bed into a horrible vermin. He lay on his armour-
like back, and if he lifted his head a little he could 
see his brown belly, slightly domed and divided by 
arches into stiff sections. The bedding was hardly 
able to cover it and seemed ready to slide off any 
moment. His many legs, pitifully thin compared with 
the size of the rest of him, waved about helplessly as 
he looked. “What’s happened to me?” he thought. 
Maybe if they were apart of the lorem ipsum, there 
would be no issue with having fun in around town. 
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A wonderful serenity has taken 
possession of my entire soul, like 
these sweet mornings of spring.
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LOCATION
A wonderful serenity has taken possession 

of my entire soul, like these sweet 
mornings of spring which I enjoy with 

my whole heart. I am alone, and feel the charm 
of existence in this spot, which was created 
for the bliss of souls like mine. I am so happy, 
my dear friend, so absorbed in the exquisite 
sense of mere tranquil existence, that I neglect 
my talents. I should be incapable of drawing a 
single stroke at the present moment; and yet I 
feel that I never was a greater artist than now. 
When, while the lovely valley teems with vapour 
around me, and the meridian sun strikes the 
upper surface of the impenetrable foliage of my 
trees, and but a few stray gleams steal into the 
inner sanctuary, I throw myself down among 
the tall grass by the trickling stream; and, as I lie 
close to the earth, a thousand unknown plants 
are noticed by me: when I hear the buzz of the 
little world among the stalks, and grow familiar 
with the countless indescribable forms of the 
insects and flies, then I feel the presence of the 
Almighty, who formed us in his own image, 
and the breath of that universal love which 
bears and sustains us as it floats around us in 
an eternity of bliss; and then, my friend, when 
darkness overspreads my eyes, and heaven and 
earth seem to dwell in my soul and absorb, like 
the form of a beloved mistress.

MULTI-CAR GARAGE
But I must explain to you how all this mistaken idea of denouncing pleasure and 

praising pain was born and I will give you a complete account of the system, 
and expound the actual teachings of the great explorer of the truth, the mas-

ter-builder of human happiness. No one rejects, dislikes, or avoids pleasure itself, 
because it is pleasure, but because those who do not know how to pursue pleasure 
rationally encounter consequences that are extremely painful. Nor again is there 
anyone who loves or pursues or desires to obtain pain of itself, because it is pain, 
but because occasionally circumstances occur in which toil and pain can procure 
him some great pleasure. To take a trivial example, which of us ever undertakes 
laborious physical exercise, except to obtain some advantage from it?
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NYC’s very own and iconic skycraper One World 
Trade Center, located in the Tribeca district of 
Lower Manhattan. The body of water behind this 
beauty is the Hudson River, which seperates New 
York City from New Jersey.
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“Last 9/11, I was poor on the Ave, until I pluraled my 

math. Now it’s Porsche 911, and I’m flooring the gas.”

- KANYE WEST

Featured cars (top left to bottom right): Mercedes-
Benz S Class, Ferrari 488, McLaren MP4, Rolls Royce 
Wraith, Ford GT, Chevrolet Camaro



HOME 
THEATRE
The quick, brown fox jumps over 

a lazy dog. DJs flock by when 
MTV ax quiz prog. Junk MTV 

quiz graced by fox whelps. Bawds jog, 
flick quartz, vex nymphs. Waltz, bad 
nymph, for quick jigs vex! Fox nymphs 
grab quick-jived waltz. Brick quiz 
whangs jumpy veldt fox. Bright vixens 
jump; dozy fowl quack. Quick wafting 
zephyrs vex bold Jim. Quick zephyrs 
blow, vexing daft Jim. Sex-charged fop 
blew my junk TV quiz. How quickly 
daft jumping zebras vex. Two driven 
jocks help fax my big quiz. Quick, Baz, 
get my woven flax jodhpurs! “Now fax 
quiz Jack!” my brave ghost pled. Five 
quacking zephyrs jolt my wax bed.

WINE CELLAR
The European languages are members of the same 

family. Their separate existence is a myth. For science, 
music, sport, etc, Europe uses the same vocabulary. 

The languages only differ in their grammar, their 
pronunciation and their most common words. Everyone 
realizes why a new common language would be desirable: 
one could refuse to pay expensive translators.

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and 
Consonantia, there live the blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove 
right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named 

Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary regelialia. It is a 
paradisematic country, in which roasted parts of sentences fly into your mouth. 

BOWLING ALLEY
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Because those who do not know 
how to pursue pleasure encounter 
the consequences that are 
extremely painful.

w

A 1,000 year old wine bottlew

“Yeah we bowling, 

bowling like 

some motherfudgers.”

- SWAGGED OUT MONEY

Bowling alley beautifully placed in front of bar
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CUSTOM 
POOL

WITH 
PATIO
A wonderful serenity has taken 

possession of my entire soul, 
like these sweet mornings of 
spring which I enjoy with my 
whole heart. I am alone, and 

feel the charm of existence in 
this spot, which was created for 
the bliss of souls like mine. I am 

so happy, my dear friend, so 
absorbed in the exquisite sense 
of mere tranquil existence, that 

I neglect my talents. I should be 
incapable of drawing a single 

stroke at the present moment; 
and yet I feel that I never was a 
greater artist than now. When, 

while the lovely valley teems 
with vapour around me, and the 

meridian sun strikes the upper 
surface of the impenetrable 

foliage of my trees, and but a 
few stray gleams steal into the 
inner sanctuary, I throw myself 
down among the tall grass by 

the trickling stream.

One morning, when Gregor 
Samsa woke from troubled 
dreams, he found himself 

transformed in his bed into a 
horrible vermin. He lay on his 
armour-like back, and if he lifted 
his head a little he could see 
his brown belly, slightly domed 
and divided by arches into stiff 
sections. The bedding was hardly 
able to cover it and seemed 
ready to slide off any moment. 
His many legs, pitifully thin 
compared with the size of the rest 
of him, waved about helplessly 
as he looked. “What’s happened 
to me?” he thought. It wasn’t a 
dream. His room, a proper human 
room although a little too small, 
lay peacefully between its four 
familiar walls.
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A resort-esque feel and incredible infinity 
pool, jacuzzi, with chairs and cabana on a 
patio overlooking the calm waters.



However hard he 
threw himself onto 
his right, he always 
rolled back to where 
he was. He must have 
tried it a hundred 
times, shut his eyes 
so that he wouldn’t 
have to look at the 
floundering legs, and 
only stopped when he 
began to feel a mild, 
dull pain there that he 
had never felt before. 
“Oh, God”, he thought, 
“what a strenuous 
career it is that I’ve 
chosen! Travelling day 
in and day out. Doing 
business like this takes 
much more effort 
than doing your own 
business at home, and 
on top of that there’s 
the curse of travelling, 
worries about making 
vtrain connections, 
bad and irregular food, 
contact with different 
people all the time so 
that you can never get 
to know anyone or 
become friendly with 
them. It can all go to 
Hell!” He slid back into 
his former position. “

SUMMARY
Amazingly few 

discotheques provide 
jukeboxes. My girl 

wove six dozen plaid 
jackets before she quit. 

Six big devils from 
Japan quickly forgot 

how to waltz. Big July 
earthquakes confound 

zany experimental vow. 
Foxy parsons quiz and 
cajole the lovably dim 
wiki-girl. Have a pick: 
twenty six letters - no 

forcing a jumbled 
quiz! Crazy Fredericka 

bought many very 
exquisite opal jewels. 

Sixty zippers were 
quickly picked from 

the woven jute bag. A 
quick movement of the 

enemy will jeopardize 
six gunboats. All 

questions asked by five 
watch experts amazed 
the judge. Jack quietly 

moved up front and 
seized the big ball of 

wax.The quick, brown 
fox jumps over a lazy 

dog. DJs flock by when 
MTV ax quiz prog. Junk 
MTV quiz graced by fox 
whelps. Bawds jog, flick 

quartz, vex nymphs. 

LISTINGS
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“Gonna buy me a 

condo...

Gonna buy me a 

Cuisinart...

Get a wall-to-

wall carpeting; 

get a wallet 

full ‘o credit 

cards, I’m 

gonna buy me a 

condo.”

- Weird Al Yankovic

$34,000,000
It rate sequuntes aut volupta tendae 

perum quam duntium.

$60,000,000
It rate sequuntes aut volupta tendae 

perum quam duntium.

$46,000,000
It rate sequuntes aut volupta tendae 

perum quam duntium.

$7,500,000
It rate sequuntes aut volupta tendae 

perum quam duntium.

$14,250,000
It rate sequuntes aut volupta tendae 

perum quam duntium.

https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/612-Halsey-Ln-Water-Mill-NY-11932/300223520_zpid/?
https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/440-Martin-Ln-Beverly-Hills-CA-90210/20534443_zpid/
https://www.redfin.com/CA/Beverly-Hills/1966-Carla-Rdg-90210/home/7123325
https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/1465-Donhill-Dr-Beverly-Hills-CA-90210/20523285_zpid/
https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/1175-N-Hillcrest-Rd-Beverly-Hills-CA-90210/20534638_zpid/

